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The problem
For every unit of affordable housing created
under the NHS, four are lost due to two
processes. Some are demolished as part of
intensification; many remain but with rents
increased above affordable levels – a result
of financialization.

‣ 60,000 units of affordable housing were
lost annually between 2010-2020.
‣ Older rental buildings are being
purchased by financialized landlords and
real estate investment trusts with units
being lost to conversion, demolition, and
upcycling.
‣ Non-profit housing organizations are
unable to compete for acquisition of
buildings due to lack of equity and
finance.

A non-regulatory
solution
Enable qualified non-profits to compete for
acquisition of select buildings by providing
them with access to existing NHS funding.

‣ Scale a demonstrated model which has
preserved affordable housing stock and
protected tenancies in Toronto and San
Francisco.
‣ Repurpose existing NHS funding with
revised eligibility to enable non-profits to
acquire rental buildings in sound
condition with below median rents.
‣ $1.1 billion in financing and $300 million
in grants could support acquisition of
7,500-10,000 units of affordable rental
annually.

Why acquisition?
Faster than new construction
Cheaper than new construction
Preserves already affordable housing
Existing moderate rents lever
financing capacity and minimize
grant required
Secures affordability in perpetuity

New Build
Affordable Housing

Acquired
Affordable Rental

3-5 years

Immediate

~$250,000 to
400,000/unit

$170,000 to
250,000/unit

80-100% AMR

Below median
level rents

Need grant > 120,000/unit

Need grant < 40,000/unit

10-40 year
affordability period

Permanent affordability
under NFP ownership

Key features of an acquisition program
Enabling the NFP sector to move quickly to seize market opportunities
Providing an entity with pre-approved access to funding resources, so it can move quickly
to make offers and purchases.

Expand and scale up expertise to facilitate acquisition
Strengthen the capacity of capable reliable partners on the ground and expand the
network to other cities.

Preserves existing affordable rental for current and future tenants
Existing tenants keep their affordable housing, and individuals from affordable housing
waitlists are moved in as natural vacancies occur.

How it works
• Existing or new organizations with necessary expertise and capacity apply to CMHC to be an
intermediary
• CMHC confirms expertise and capacity and provides a pre-approved acquisition line of credit
(including repayable and forgivable grant portions)
§ Where intermediary lacks sufficient capital reserves, CMHC advances in trust to facilitate
deposits
• Local acquisition intermediary identifies target property, undertakes due diligence and
submits offer to purchase
• Once offer accepted, Intermediary seeks advance and loan approval from CMHC to close
purchase

Summary
The government is ramping up the NHS to meet its commitment to eliminate chronic homelessness
and reduce housing need, but for each affordable unit it creates, four more disappear. Every time
the government takes one step forward, the market leaps four steps back.
This program would allow the government to save up to 7,500 units every year from becoming
unaffordable, build long-term capacity in the non-profit sector, and deliver an additional measure of
progress on the NHS.
This program will allow the government to demonstrate nimbleness, effectiveness, and clear
insight into the housing sector, while maintaining robust protections and multiple
accountabilities for funding, including the involvement of reliable civil society partners and
CMHC’s trusted financial oversight.

Further details are available in the following
Appendix and in the proposal “An Acquisition
Program to Preserve Affordable Rental Housing”
(available at https://www.chpr-trpcl.ca/).

Appendix: Illustrative example
The example below is based off a 35-unit rental property in Ottawa that was unsuccessfully pursued
for acquisition. It shows how access to low-rate CMHC financing, such as under the RCFI, lowers the
required equity for acquisition, compared to financing with CMHC insured loan.
Project potential leverage
Project

With CMHC low rate financing
Per Unit

Project

Per Unit

Net Revenue – 87% AMR
(rent, parking less vacancy)

$430,000

$12,286

Max Loan at 1.6%
(RCFI Rate, 30 years)

$6,337,000

$181,057

Total Operating Expenses

$170,000

$4,857

Purchase Price

$6,500,000

$185,714

Net Operating Income

$260,000

$7,429

Grant Required for Equity

$163,000

$4,657

Debt Coverage Ratio (DCR)

$1.1

Available Debt Service (NOI/DCR)

$236,000

$6,743

Project

Per Unit

Max Loan at 2.5%
(CMHC insured, 30 years)

$5,520,000

$157,714

Purchase Price

$6,500,000

$185,714

Grant Required for Equity

$980,000

$28,000

